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INTRODUCTION 

1. Reduction of mass has always presented a challenge to the Design 
Engineer. A typical example of this is in the Aircraft Industry, where 
every extra kilogram of structural mass costs the Airline operator 
thousands of rands each year. This led engineers to look to more 
efficient structures, and in 1938, a patent application went through for 
Honeycomb manufacture, by a company in the U.K called Aero Research 
Limited. The basic idea was to use the Honeycomb as a shear web between 
two skins. At this stage the Adhesive Technology was not yet 
sufficiently developed to bond skins directly on to Honeycomb. The 
engineers, seeing the benefits of a lightweight expanded core with 
integral skins, carried on with the development of using end grain balsa 
as a core, bonded to plywood skins. This particular sandwich or bonded 
structure was used extensively on the Mosquito and Vampire Aircraft. The 
development of Epoxy Resin made possible the bonding of aluminum skins to 
Aluminum Honeycomb. This occurred in 1954. Since then many developments 
in the Honeycomb field have taken place. One of the most common 
materials used in Aircraft structures today is *Nomex Honeycomb. One 
such development is the Fibrelam Panel which has a*Nomex Honeycomb core 
with integral epoxy glass skins. This panel is used extensively for 
flooring in many of the world's major Airlines. The material is also 
used for partitions, Aircraft galleys, and overhead bins. 

2. THE THEORY 

Composite or Honeycomb sandwich panels 
plates. For the purposes of this paper, 
case. We are all famil i ar with the use 
wings etc. 

* Du Pont registered trade mark. 

are used mostly as beams or 
let us consider the simple beam 
of beams i.e Bridges, Aircraft 
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Let us look at what happens with a point load on a simply supported beam. 
(Fig 1.) 
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Fig 1. 

On analysis of the beam, we see that the outer most point from the 
neutral axi s attracts most of the load. As can be seen, the neutral axis 
or centre of the beam carries no tensile or compression load at all. 
There is however a very high shear load on the neutral axis. From the 
above analysis we obtain shapes which have been tailored for efficiency. 
(see Fig 2.) 

t·1ACHH1ED TH1BER BEAM 

Fig 2. 

When these beams are loaded up, the 
axis due to shear failure, on the 
splitting on the tension side. The 
on the compression side or buckling 
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STEEL I-BEAM 

timber beam may fail on 
top due to compression 
steel "I" beam may fail 

of the shear web. 
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The use of Honeycomb makes it possible to eliminate buckling of the thin 
skins and provide the exact amount of shear strength required to do the 
job. This is good news for Engineers, as they are now able to design or 
"tailor" panels to suit their exact requirements. (see Fig 3.) 

SKINS OF METAL, 
GRP ,MELAMINE, ETC. 

AERO\IJEB HONEYCOMB CORE 
(ALUMINIUM, 3003, ILLUSTRATED) 

Fig 3. Manufacture of Honeycomb sandwich panel. 
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A comparison of three different sections of the same material with 
similar masses. 

CONFIGURATION RATIO OF STRENGTH OR STIFFNESS 
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It is clear that the Honeycomb section is much more efficient than 
standard sections. We are therefore able to conclude that Honeycomb 
panels are the answer to bonding questions, as they are stonger, 
stiffer,lighter and give a much better surface finish than standard 
equivalents. 

3. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 

Bringing Aircraft technology down to and below the surface of the earth. 
The applications listed are only to plant ideas in the Engineer's minds, 
as a number of these have not yet been researched or put into practice. 

3.1 Standard aluminum skinned panels to be used for Brattice walls. 
3.2 Standard aluminum panels to be used to replace I.B.R sheeting, thus 

keeping labour costs down. 
3.3 Mild or galvanised steel panels with aluminum cores to be used for 

skips or cages. 
3.4 Glass Phenolic skinned, aluminum cored for light weight 

partitioning. 
3.5 Light weight platforms. 
3.6 Pure aluminum Honeycomb used as an absorber of energy. 

4. FEATURES OF HONEYCOMB PANELS 

4.1 Design may be tailored to suit exact engineering requirements. 
4.2 Cut and fold technique may be used to save labour time. 
4.3 Due to the fact that bonding is the primary means of fastening; 

dissimilar metals may now be used. 
4.4 Very little or zero corrosion of the core and skins if properly 

treated. 
4.5 Zero fire hazard as far as the aluminum metalic panels are 

concerned. 

5. BENEFITS OF HONEYCOMB PANELS 

5.1 Light weight, therefore easy to work with. 
5.2 Low erection costs. (not labour intensive) 
5.3 Very little maintenance required. 

6. APPENDICES 

6.1 Cut and fold technique. 
6.2 Edging, joinings and fastening of Honeycomb panels. 
6.3 Calculating deflections and stresses in a simply supported Honeycomb 

beam. 
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Cut-fold mm 

x -I 

Remove a strip, width' x', of the facing skin from 
one face of the pane!. Apply iust enough Redux 
paste adhesive into the exposed cells to form a 
small fillet in the corner of the folded board. The 
joint can be held closed while the adhesive cures 
by clamping or jigs. 

The principle applies to any angle 

N.B. This tec"rioue cannot be ooplied to Fibrelom 2000 

In addition to the obvious advantages (light, 
stiff, durable etc) one of the reasons for the 
popularity of FIBRELAM is its ease of conversion 
from flat stock into finished flat components such as 
aircraft floor panels (please write for Ciba-Geigy 
leaflet LT A 1 14). By making use ofthe novel cut
fold-bond technique, pioneered by Ciba-Geigy's 
Bonded Structures division, FIBRELAM can be 
fabricated into all kinds of items of aircraft 
furnishing and construction whilst retaining its ease 
of use. 

x = 2rrx Rxe o where R = H 
360 



Typical flat panel edging methods 
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Typical flat panel joints and corners 
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Typical fastening methods 
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Sheet 2 - SIMPLY SUPPORTED SANDWICH BEAMS 
with AEROWEB cores 
L = semi-span of beam. Enlarged view of element of beam 

a = distance of concentrated load from centre line of beam 
(see diagram 2b). 

b = L-a = distance of concentrated load from adjacent support. 

e = width of beam. 

t, = thickness of upper facing skin. 

t, = thickness of lower facing skin. 

c 

d 

= thickness of core. 

t, -'- t, _ distance between median planes of facing 
= C T -2-- - skins. 

y = characteristic length (used in determining Aw) to be taken 
as V = L = semi-span of beam 

for the calculations described on this sheet. 

Aw = Aeroweb Design Factor (from sheet 1). 

w = load per unit span for beam with uniformly distributed load. 

P = magnitude of each load for beam with concentrated loads. 

E = modulus of elasticity of facing skin material. 

6 = normal deflection of beam at its centre. 

diagram 1 

a) Beam with uniformly 
distributed load 

diagram 2 

b) Beam with two 
concentrated loads 

NORMAL DEFLECTION 

+ Qt I 

SPANWISE 
_---P 

DIRECTION 

w per unit span 

For a simply supported beam with a uniformly distributed load the deflection at the centre of the beam is 
given by: 

where C, is obtained from diagram 3. 

For a simply supported beam with two symmetrically disposed concentrated loads each of magnitude P, 
the deflection at the centre of the beam is given by; 

o = b
3
(t, --'- te) P C where C

2 
is obtained from diagram 4. 

ed2t,t2 E 2 

For a simply supported beam with a single central concentrated load, a is zero and P is taken as half the 
central load. 
0·26,---------:---------, 125,----.,.----------,-----____ -" 

0·22 Q·751------/---/---:--------/-----:f----j 3·0 -c, 
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018~ 0·25 f----~----:?L---_:_ ______ .,.-, 1·0 
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diagram 3 

L-----_______________ ~o 

2·0 
diagram 4 

0·25 0·5 1-0 1·5 

aD 

The curves presented here have been derived for the usual arrangement in which the longitudinal core 
direction is along the length of the beam. For cases where the longitudinal core direction is across the width 
of the beam the value of A w , should be multiplied by 1·5. 
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STRESSES IN FACING SKINS 

f, = spanwise stress in upper facing skin 

f2 = spanwise stress in lower facing skin 

For a simply supported beam with a uniformly distributed load the maximum values of f, and f2 are given by: 

f, = wU [1 + ~ ('1 + £:)] 
2edt, 2d t2 

and f2 = wU [1 + ~ (1 -+- ~)' ] 
2edt2 2d t, 

These values of stress occur at the centre of the beam. 

For a simply supported beam with two symmetrically disposed concentrated loads each of magnitude P 
the spanwise stresses in the facing skins are constant between the loads, and the maximum values are 
given by: 

f, = ~ [1 + ~ (1 + £:)] 
edt, 2d t2 

and f2 = ~ [1 + ~ (1 + ~)J 
edt2 2d t, 

For a beam with a single central concentrated load, a is zero and P is taken as half the central load. 

In each of the above cases the spanwise stress in the upper facing skin is compressive and in the lower skin 
it is tensile. 

I n general, the stresses vary through the thickness of the facing skins, the maximum values occuring at the 
top surface of the upper skin and at the bottom surface of the lower skin. In some cases the assumption of 
constant stress through the thickness of the skins will not introduce any appreciable error, and the term 
in square brackets may then be taken as unity. Such an assumption is permissible for beams with relatively 
thin facing skins, or when the elastic limit of the facing skin is well exceeded. 

In close proximity to a concentrated load or support the stress distribution is modified and stresses may 
occur that are somewhat different from the values given by using the formulae in this sheet. 

CORE SHEAR STRESS 

q = spanwise core shear stress 

Q = maximum shear force on the beam 

The maximum value of the spanwise core shear stress is given by: 

Q 
q= -

ed 

The shear stress value is based on the gross area of the core and not on the net area of the foil. 

For a simply supported beam with a uniformly distributed load 
Q = wL 

whereas for a simply supported beam with two symmetrically disposed concentrated loads each of 
magnitude p, 

Q=P 

For a beam with a single central concentrated load, a is zero and P is taken as half the central load. 

In close proximity to a concentrated load or support, the stress distribution is modified and stresses may 
occur that are somewhat different from the values given by this sheet. 
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